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Re: Amendment C271 Guildford and Hardware Laneways Heritage 
 
Melbourne Heritage Action strongly supports this Amendment. 
 
We have been advocating for heritage protection for both these area since 2014, following a 
proposed demolition and out-of-character new construction proposed (and approved but not yet 
eventuated) in each one.  
 
We are very pleased Council has followed up, and that with the heritage study areas proposed for 
protection are almost exactly as we had proposed, with the added bonus of a precinct along the 
west side of Elizabeth Street as well, and a scattering of individual buildings within the study area.  
 
Altogether they will protect numerous small-scale pre WW2 buildings and especially whole laneways 
and the red brick industrial buildings along them that are such an essential part of the heritage and 
character of Melbourne. 
 
We have only a few suggested areas of improvement. 
 
1. Inclusion of 373-375 Little Bourke within HO 1025 
 
As we suggested before the Amendment was adopted by Council, there does not appear to be any 
logical reason this property is not included within the precinct boundaries. It lies at the very centre 
of the Little Bourke Street streetscape, and like many other buildings within the precinct, it already 
has an individual overlay, and including it within the precinct would not alter its heritage status. The 
adjacent Racing Club Lane should also be included as well as Platypus Alley one door up; one of the 
major characteristics of the precinct is the presence of numerous narrow lanes.  
 
This is recognised in many ways by the Statement of Significance : 
 
What is significant ? 
…“Where there is historic development to both sides of a laneway or street, including the fronts, 
sides or rears of properties, the precinct boundary generally incorporates the subject laneway or 
street. Laneways also provide a setting to the properties, again including property sides or rears. 
Why is it Significant ? 
….“The laneways in particular form distinctive streetscapes within the central city, their significant 
heritage character enhanced by the diverse collection of historic buildings, including former factories 
and warehouses, with some workshops, and their rich materiality. Face red brick is the dominant 
material, complemented by bluestone, rendered masonry and concrete. The heritage character also 
derives from the narrow footprint and dimensions of the lanes, given emphasis by the bordering 
buildings with tall and/or long facades and walls, with no setbacks.” 
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These two lanes are possibly excluded because they do not have buildings directly addressing them, 
but then neither does Warburton Alley, which is included within the precinct, and neither does 
Zevenboom Lane, which is within the Elizabeth Street West precinct.  
 
2. Grading of 383-385 Little Bourke Street as non-contributory 
 
Described in the study as a c. 1940 brick shop and warehouse, graded non-contributory. 
 
As a generally intact preWW2 industrial building, this should be graded as Contributory.  
 
While it is certainly not outstanding architecturally, it is no more or less ‘architectural’ than many 
other of the plain interwar warehouses of the precinct. The façade has some Moderne character, 
with horizontal lines and areas of render, and the side wall features red brick and steel framed 
windows.  
 
The adjacent Platypus Alley, as described above, should also be part of the precinct. 
 

    
 
3. History and grading of Chart House, 372-378 Little Bourke Street, incorrect 
 
This building is graded as contributory, with the note that the façade is ‘non-contributory’ because it 
is a post-war alteration.  
 
However the side and front elevations include multi-paned steel-framed windows that are very 
similar, and use the same thickness of framing. The style of the façade is quite modern, and if it were 
pre WW2, then it is notably modernist, making it more, not less, notable. 
 
Evidence suggests that it is unaltered and dates from about 1942, in which case the whole building 
should be graded as Significant.  
 
The City of Melbourne maps gives 1942 as the date of construction, and a search of Trove reveals a 
call for labourers at 372 Little Bourke in May 1941 (the Age, 1 May 1941), and a Commonwealth 
Government Gazette notice from 4 Dec 1941 of the lease “for the Department of Trade and Customs 
of accommodation approximately 20,000 square feet in Donne's Building, 372-378 Little Bourke 
Street, Melbourne.”, and various tenants advertising their location as Chart House, 372-378 
Little Bourke Street from 1946. John Donne and Sons who occupied the building until recently, were 
long-standing chart and map makers and sellers, previously nearby at 349 Little Collins, and 
advertising at 378 from the late 1940s. 
 



The building also has chromed steel shop windows, featuring the lettering of the business preserved 
in the highlight. These windows are likely original, also from 1942.  

     
Chart House, probably 1942                                        Early or original shop window and signage 
 
4. Former Hotel Elizabeth, 337-339 Elizabeth Street possibly contributory 
 
This is incorrectly described as the “Afghan Valley Restaurant”, and as a “three storey former 
hotel/interwar factory remodelled c.1980s” 
 
It is in fact still a pub / pokies venue, and has been a pub since construction as the Carriers Arms in 
the 1850s. It was rebuilt and renamed in the 1890s, and expanded and refaced in the 1930s, and so 
has some social and historical significance. 
 
Though altered, notably the ground level (like many pub conversions) and the first floor front 
windows, and lost window frames (like many other graded buildings in the precinct) the building is 
otherwise intact, though obscured by the current paint scheme and the canopy. 
 
The rear façade, along Zevenboom lane, is part rendered 1930s and part red brick, perhaps an 
earlier building, and contributes to the character of the lane.  

   
Hotel Elizabeth c1986                Hotel Elizabeth now. 



5. 283-285 Elizabeth Street ‘Socialist Hall’ possibly significant 
 
While the study schedule lists this place as “Two storey Victorian shop, altered”, contributory, the 
building in fact has a much more socially significant history, being purpose built as 'Her Majesties 
Hall'  c. 1870-1890. Numerous political meetings were held there, including by early Anarchist and 
Socialist clubs, and the halls were used by the Victorian Socialist Co-Op after 1906, offering working 
class families classes in language, politics, arts, sciences, gymnastics and dance. The hall also seems 
to have been a rallying point for the successful campaign against conscription during WW1. 
Remnants of the hall itself are still visible in the upstairs shop. The façade was altered, probably in 
the 1930s, though the tall arched windows to the hall may be original. These windows are currently 
obscured by signage.  
 
With what appears to be a fine interwar façade, and it's social history, the building could be graded 
as Significant. 

View of the co-op 281, demolished for Mitchell House        283 in 2013, 1930s facade before signage applied 
with edge of hall at 283 visible to the right  

               
 
6. 307-311 Elizabeth Street additional history 
We are pleased to see this building recommended for significant 
status, and would add further information. Lovell Chen's research 
merely signals that “In 1944, the building was occupied as an army 
depot”, but this period in the buildings history was more significant. 
A newspaper article published on May 2nd 1945 indicated that the 
building was used by the Commonwealth Directorate of War 
Graves, with this excerpt looking for the relatives of an unknown 
soldier killed during the battle of El Alamein, identified only by a 
ring and boot size. The building's time as a war graves office no 
doubt saw many more personal and tragic stories from wartime 
Melbourne take place on site. 
 
 
 
 
 



7. Removal of existing individual overlays within the precincts 
 
The CBD includes numerous individual overlays within precincts, an historical remnant of the 1980s-
90s ‘Notable Building’ system, which had their own controls, and which was translated into 
individual overlays, even though the heritage guidelines in Clause 22.04 made no distinction 
between precincts and individual places. The proposed new guidelines also do not make this 
distinction, but do have differing policies depending on the grading. It has also now become 
standard practise to grade buildings within precincts as Significant or Contributory rather than 
include individual overlays.  
 
As we noted for the Bourke Hill precinct but was not taken up, there is little point having a number 
of buildings graded as Significant, some with individual overlays as well, some without.  
 
In the Little Bourke / Hardware section for instance, there were four individual overlays (not on the 
VHR), and four more created as part of C186 in 2013, which all feature as ‘Significant’. All these 
individual overlays could be removed without altering the level of protection, simplifying the system.  
 
8. Identifying laneways with heritage infrastructure 
 
Despite laneways being a defining feature of the precinct, those that have intact original bluestone 
pitchers or kerbs and gutters are not noted, eg the paving of Niagara Lane, Maclean Alley and the far 
end of Heape Court maybe be as originally laid (many lanes have been relaid since the 1980s in beds 
of concrete and those that have not are now rare). The kerb and gutters of Flannigan Lane, Guildford 
Lane and Rankins Lane may be original. The original paving and guttering of Somerset Place were 
recently replaced with modern bluestone pavers and asphalt.  
 
As in the recent Southbank study, the fabric of the lanes themselves are worthy of noting and 
possibly individual protection.  
 
At the very least, any heritage features of laneways should be included in the heritage study 
schedule.  
 

   
Heape Court     McLean Alley 
 
 
 
Places excluded by the study  
 
While we are overall very happy with the broad extent of the protection afforded by this 
amendment, below is a list of buildings we were concerned to see were not recommended or 
inclusion in the study for reasons not stated. Some are adjacent to the boundaries of the precincts 



but were not included, and others may be worthy of individual listing.  These buildings should be 
noted for future heritage studies, or even given a second look during the comprehensive CBD 
review.  
 
22 Sutherland Street - Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes 
Exclused from the Guildford Lane precinct, though closes the vista looking west. While its rendered 
facade makes it's character slightly different to the rest, it is clearly an intact and contributory inter-
war warehouse part of the lanescape. It's social significance as a back-lane club contrasting with 
Melbourne's more established clubs also counts, with the RAOAB calling it home since the 1940s. 
The interior also features some substantially intact art deco features. 
414 Lonsdale Street – Laurents House 
By architect Harold Bloom 1956, it's glazed tiles and aluminium spandrels make it a rare intact 
survivor of 1950s modernism in the CBD. 
416 Lonsdale Street  
Built 1924, an intact inter-war office that stands on it's own in the streetscape 
355 Lonsdale Street 
Bluestone and brick Side wall contributes heavily to character of White Hart Lane, facade is also an 
interesting moderne alteration to a much older warehouse. 
359 Lonsdale Street 
An intact shop survivor, built 1873 
360 Little Bourke Street -Melbourne House 
A very puzzling exclusion from the precinct, as it's 1923 facade contributes to Rankin Lane's vista and 
Lt Bourke streets industrial character, and is no less intact than many other inter-war buildings 
included. It's inclusion in the precinct would also ensure the streetscape is not subject to 
inappropriate development on the site out of character with the rest. 
3 Kirks Lane 
A 4 storey Victorian warehouse, very intact including cargo hoist and wooden top floor goods 
window, could have been included in precinct. 
183-185 Elizabeth Street-  Orbit House 
Clearly not a part of the Hardware precinct, but one post-war building we believe would be included 
in any study of mid-century architecture. Built c. 1971, a rare intact survivor with intact travel 
themed signage, projecting display window and intact shopfronts. 
422 Bourke Street 
Early and intact shop, built 1868, could easily be included in precinct along with 3 Kirks lane if 
boundary was extended to cover already HO 420 Bourke. 
160 Queen Street – public art 
Bates Smart & McCutcheon  1964. Only wall sculpture by Tom Bass significant. 
10-16 McKillop Street 
Though altered, combined Victorian and Art deco warehouses are substantial and form a continuous 
streetscape on entire eastern side of Mckillop. 
382 Little Collins Street 
Intact Edwardian building, William Willis and Co showroom, 1905. 1916 Wayfarers Club, 
“organisation established to provide a place of interaction for working girls and women living away 
from home. The membership fee was sixpence “. 1924 onwards used by the Law Institute of Victoria. 
              
Kind regards, 

 
Rohan Storey 
Vice -President 
Melbourne Heritage Action 
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